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Abstract: Effective solutions are needed to decrease the greenhouse gases emissions of the transport
sector, not only in terms of supply-side measures, but also including demand-side solutions. This
paper focuses on the passenger demand related to daily commuting, either for work or study
purposes. A bottom-up analysis is presented, which draws from detailed data for Lombardy, the
most populous region in Northern Italy, to build an estimate of the annual energy consumption
and emissions related to commuting. The potential of different measures to decrease emissions is
evaluated, including the renovation of the vehicle stock, higher levels of remote working, and the
deployment of carpooling schemes. The results show that the largest part of the current emissions
from commuting is caused by car use, both due to its higher modal share and to the higher specific
emissions, which are in turn also contributed by the low occupancy rates. The renewal of the current
vehicle stock can lead to significant emission savings, thanks to both improved efficiency and higher
shares of electrification. Remote working could also play a significant part, especially when it is
applied to workers that face the longest commuting distances. Conversely, carpooling seems to
be providing lower benefits, not so much because of lower effectiveness but more so because of
constraints and barriers to its implementation.

Keywords: transport; commuting; energy; emissions; remote working; carpooling

1. Introduction

The greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions of the transport sector are hard to abate, and in
different world regions they have increased at a higher pace than in other sectors. En-
ergy consumption in transportation still heavily relies on fossil fuels, with oil products
accounting for more than 90% of the global final energy consumption of the sector [1].
In the European Union, transport emissions have continued to rise, despite a large body
of regulation that has limited the emission intensity of new vehicles. Global transport
emissions are also expected to rise steadily in future scenarios [2]. To reach the challenging
decarbonization targets ahead, effective strategies in the transport sector need to focus
on multiple measures, including a decrease of mobility demand, a modal shift towards
collective and active transport modes, an improved energy efficiency of new vehicles,
higher load factors, and the use of low-carbon technologies.

The transport sector includes a wide range of applications, both in passenger and
freight transport, and specific measures are needed to address the characteristics of each
transport segment. Additionally, passenger demand is driven by multiple purposes,
including work and study commuting, family organization, and leisure among the others.
Of those, daily commuting represents an important share of total trips, and it is generally
responsible for significant impacts in terms of emissions and congestion, especially in
morning and evening peak hours.

The issue of energy consumption and GHG emissions of commuting has been ad-
dressed in the academic literature by considering different aspects and spatial and geo-
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graphic contexts. Kissinger and Reznik [3] estimated commute-related GHG emissions
from private vehicles used by the city of Tel Aviv-Jaffa (Israel) by considering specific
routes and comparing technological, behavioral, and policy changes to support emissions
savings. An analysis in the Liege province, in Belgium, highlights that the daily mobility of
inhabitants has a significant effect on CO2 emission and energy consumption in the city [4].
The research highlights the higher contribution of working days, and the importance of
implementing long-term measures that support a shift towards more sustainable transport
modes, including public transport and active mobility. Wei and Pan [5] consider the dis-
tribution of commuting emissions across workers in Shanghai, highlighting that almost
80% of emissions are from top 20% respondents. Other studies consider the evaluation
of commuting impacts in the framework of the calculation of the total emissions caused
by the operation of specific buildings [6]. Other studies are also considering the impacts
associated to the material needed to build the transport infrastructure and the vehicles
supporting urban mobility to reach more comprehensive results [7].

Results from analyses of commuting patterns can be useful also for other applica-
tions. Driving habits, especially when considering the daily routine, are a crucial aspect in
studying the potential of different decarbonization strategies, including the deployment
of EVs [8]. Regular trips are used to estimate the best strategy to allocate charging needs
in different time slots over the day, as well as defining battery charging constraints in
optimization tools. Those analysis also exploit the real-world driving data of (current or
potential) EV drivers, to increase the reliability in estimating the daily routine activity of
users [9]. An optimal deployment of EVs, especially when coupled with vehicle-to-grid
configuration, can help in exploiting the local excess of RES generation, especially from res-
idential [10] and workplace [11] PV systems. Conversely, uncontrolled charging can lead to
significant impacts on the power network, in terms of energy consumption and peak power
demand [12]. In addition, a wide adoption of EVs will need to be supported by a proper
charging infrastructure [13], which may prove to be critical especially in dense urban areas.
Different papers are proposing a range of tools to support the planning and deployment of
public charging infrastructure, including multi-criteria decision processes [14], artificial
neural networks [15] and multi-commodity flow problem algorithms [16].

A proper assessment of commuting patterns is also a necessary step to develop spe-
cific strategies to decrease commuting emissions. Among the most promising measures
to decrease the environmental impact of commuting, in addition to modal shift towards
public and active transportation, which are widely discussed in the literature [17], two
additional measures are carpooling and remote working. The current pandemic may shift
the preference of users towards the latter, as the former may see a decreasing trend, espe-
cially in the short run, due to potential problems related to social distancing. Still, regular
carpooling with office colleagues may prove to be an effective way to reduce the number
of human interactions with strangers when compared to public transport. Nevertheless,
in the long run an optimized use of cars is of utmost importance in improving the energy
efficiency of the transport sector, especially in commuting trips. Such optimization is in
fact among the main targets of the introduction of self-driving vehicles, although specific
measures are needed to ensure a positive effect [18].

Remote working represents an interesting option to reduce mobility demand. It is
gaining momentum after the COVID-19 lockdowns in several countries pushed workers
and companies to adopt such scheme. The potential effects of remote working on energy
consumption have been discussed in the literature. A comprehensive analysis on the
energy and climate impacts of remote working is carried out in [19]. The authors conclude
that the majority of the studies they have considered highlight that remote working can
reduce energy use, but some works suggest that remote working actually increases, or has
a neutral impact, on energy use. Differences in the methodology and assumptions of the
available studies make it difficult to estimate average energy savings indicators. In addition,
some works suggest also that remote working may lead to unpredictable increases in
non-work travel and home energy consumption that may outweigh the benefits from
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reduced commuting [20,21]. In addition the direct and indirect impacts of information and
communication technologies should be taken into account when evaluating the broader
implications of remote working [22].

Carpooling has been often seen as an effective strategy to decrease private transport
emissions, thanks to the increase of average vehicle occupancy, but also by decreasing
time spent in congestion during peak hours, provided that carpooling penetration reaches
an acceptable level. Increasing vehicle occupancy can play a significant role in the de-
carbonization of passenger transport [23]. Still, the flexibility provided by private cars is
strongly limited in case of carpooling, and this aspect remains a major barrier that often
hinder carpooling deployment. Furthermore, cultural barriers are pushing many users
to avoid sharing trips with strangers [24]. Plus, the relatively low perceived cost of car
ownership in most developed countries is limiting the organization of informal carpooling
activities. A survey developed in France in 2019 highlighted that individuals traveling as
carpool passenger incur a “discomfort” cost of on average 4.5 euros per extra passenger in
the same vehicle [25].

Digital technologies are becoming an important tool to help matching the demand
and supply of shared trips, and some companies are specifically targeting commuting.
Successful business models are based on creating value from the shared trips by calculating
energy savings that can be used to fulfill specific regulation targets. This business model
has been applied in Italy by the startup Jojob [26] in 2015, through partnerships with large
scale companies to provide carpooling options to their workers based on commuting trips.
The energy savings were then sold to those companies to meet their national regulation
targets on energy efficiency. Digitalization is also being used to quantify the potential
benefits of carpooling, thanks to the possibility of studying vehicle trajectory data from dif-
ference sources. An analysis on license plate recognition data for a Chinese city highlighted
interesting results [27], with a decrease of trip volumes in the range 32–49% depending on
different penetration levels, with peak-hour travel speeds on most road segments increas-
ing by 5–40%. Another option includes the possibility of exploiting operational data from
carpooling providers. A case study in Beijing [28] highlighted the significant carpooling
potential in providing a feeder service for public transport, by effectively aggregating
commuters mobility in suburban areas. While these works provide interesting insights on
the potential in specific cases, assessments of the potential contribution of carpooling are
seldom seen in the literature.

This paper aims at improving the literature gap by addressing two specific goals:
The first is to provide a detailed assessment of the current characteristics of daily trips,
together with their energy consumption and GHG emissions, exploiting a large database
of survey data from Lombardy. The second goal is to build on these results to assess the
potential energy and emissions savings that could stem from increased levels of remote
working and carpooling under different assumptions.

The bottom-up approach allows considering multiple aspects of interest, including
trips and passenger-km distributions across modes and commuting distances. In addition,
the calculated GHG emissions are compared to the potential benefits of upgrading the
vehicle stock, and implementing different levels of remote working and carpooling.

The analysis of this Italian region is representative for many other regions and coun-
tries, as daily trips characteristics show similar patterns, although with some differences in
modal shares. Such results can present useful insights for countries with a similar cultural
and economic context, and may also shed light upon possible future pathways for countries
that are currently seeing lower motorization rates and commuting demand.

2. Methods
2.1. Analysis of Commuting Demand

The commuting demand has been calculated by means of a bottom-up analysis based
on an origin–destination (OD) matrix of all the daily trips available for Lombardy. The total
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commuting demand and the energy consumption and GHG emissions have been calculated
based on the distance and on the modal share of commuters.

Lombardy, located in Northern Italy, is one of the largest Italian regions, with a popula-
tion of 10 million inhabitants, approximately one-sixth of the total population in the country.
A map of the region, together with its 12 provinces, is reported in Figure 1. Lombardy is
divided into 1506 municipalities, of which almost 200 are larger than 10,000 inhabitants
and 320 have less than 1000 inhabitants. The motorization rate is around 620 cars per
1000 inhabitants, slightly lower than the national average. This rate shows some variation
across provinces.

Figure 1. Map of Lombardy, highlighted in red, and its 12 provinces, colored in light blue.

The OD matrix that has been used is published by Regione Lombardia [29], and it is
based on a range of sources, including surveys, a national census, and the contribution
of local authorities and other stakeholders. The first matrix has been published in 2015,
and data have then been updated for 2016 and for 2020. The latest version is the one that
we have used in this study. The OD matrix includes data on a total of around 17 million
trips for any typical working day, both in the same municipality or in other municipalities.
Available data include

• municipalities of origin and destination, purpose of the travel (work, study, business,
leisure, return trips);

• main transport mode that is used (car as driver, car as passenger, motorbike, bus, rail,
bike, foot, other); and

• hour of travel beginning.

The OD matrix includes a total of 1450 zones, where each zone represents a mu-
nicipality, with some exceptions. The largest cities are divided into multiple zones (the
municipality of Milan includes 20 zones), while very small municipalities are aggregated
in a single zone.

These data have been integrated with additional sources of information to calculate
the travel distances, which have been used in this study to compute the passenger-km
(pkm) figures. In particular, to calculate the commuting distance between different munici-
palities, the default method would be to calculate the direct distance (i.e., as the crow flies)
between the georeferenced center of the two municipalities, which leads to a significant
approximation. A more detailed approach has been chosen by exploiting the available
data on the actual road distance for any pairing of municipalities in Italy [30]. This dataset
includes the actual road distances calculated with a professional geographic information
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system (GIS) database of road infrastructure which have been applied to calculate the
distance of all the trips between two different municipalities. While road trips represent
the majority of inter-urban trips, this choice leads to an approximation of distance for train
connections, which are often shorter and closer to the as the crow flies distance than road
trips. Still, for the sake of simplicity and due to the lack of data, the same approach has
been used also for train commuting. The median ratio between actual road distance and
the distance as the crow flies we computed for Lombardy is ~1.3, which is very similar to
the results from the same calculation at the national level.

A different approach has been used to consider the trips within the same municipality,
for which the previously described approach could not be applied, as any trip starts and
ends in the same georeferenced center of the same municipality, thus yielding a (wrong)
distance equal to zero. The distances have thus been estimated by considering an average
equivalent distance within the municipality, calculated as the radius of a circle with the
same surface of the municipality. This distance has then been corrected by the coefficient
1.3 described in the previous paragraph to estimate the average road distance traveled
by commuters.

2.2. Calculation of Passenger Transport Impacts

The available information on mobility demand is used to estimate the energy con-
sumption of transportation during a typical working day, as well as the direct and the
well-to-wheels (WTW) emissions. The calculation is based on average consumption data
and emission factors, obtained by the most updated literature on the subject [31,32]. As
cars represent the main transport mode, a more detailed analysis has been performed based
on the data on the actual fleet of Italian cars, divided by fuel and technology [33].

The information that has been used for estimating fuel consumption for the current
technologies available in Italy for private cars is reported in Table 1. The data on fuel
consumption, which are based on [31], have been coupled with the WTW emission factors
of Table 2 to calculate the total amount of GHG emissions of private cars. The data refer
to the average information for the car fleet, while significant variations exist based on car
age, car segment, type of driving conditions, etc. However, considering this additional
variability goes beyond the scope of this work, which is based on average data for the
entire fleet.

Table 1. Average cars energy consumption per technology and fuel. ICE: internal combustion engine,
HEV: hybrid electric vehicle, PHEV: plug-in hybrid electric vehicle, BEV: battery electric vehicle,
LPG: liquefied petroleum gas, CNG: compressed natural gas. Source: [31].

Technologies Fuel Consumption (kWh/100 km)
current (2015) future (2025+)

ICE—Gasoline 48.1 39.1
ICE—Diesel 40.4 36.0
ICE—LPG 49.1 39.3
ICE—CNG 48.9 38.5
HEV—Gasoline 35.5 28.5
HEV—Diesel 32.1 30.0
PHEV—Gasoline (gasoline) 12.1 2.5
PHEV—Gasoline (electricity) 10.3 13.8
BEV 12.7 11.9
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Table 2. Emission factors expressed in gCO2eq/kWh for well-to-tank (WTT), tank-to-wheels (TTW),
and well-to-wheels (WTW) analyses for different fuels. Source: [32].

Fuel WTT TTW WTW

Diesel 68.0 263.5 331.6
Gasoline 61.2 264.2 325.4
CNG 54.4 202.3 256.7
LPG 28.1 236.5 264.6
Biomethane 34.2 0.0 34.2
Ethanol (EU mix) 187.2 0.0 187.2
Biodiesel (EU mix) 133.2 0.0 133.2
Electricity (IT mix-2019) 276.3 0.0 276.3
Electricity (IT-mix 2030) 193.4 0.0 193.4

At the same time, these average factors may be a little too optimistic when compared
with other studies on the existing fleet, such as in [34]. However, these values have
been selected for consistency with current literature and the possibility of using the same
source for all the available technologies. Moreover, the adopted emission factors shape the
institutional ground for any transport emission-related policy in the whole EU and shall
thus be taken as reference for any comparison.

In addition, note that data for plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEV) include both
the consumption of gasoline and electricity, depending on their usage, and the share of
those fuels may considerably vary depending on the drivers behaviour and the available
power charging infrastructure. This also explains the large variation from the current to
the future figures for energy consumption of PHEVs in Table 1.

The calculation of the impacts related to private cars are based on the actual car stock
for 2019 and the estimated future car stock, as reported in Table 3. These numbers represent
the total number of vehicles per each technology, and they are used to compute an average
figure for the impact of car commuting. The future vehicle stock has been estimated by
considering the historical trend and the national targets on EV deployment by 2030. It
is important to remember that the actual distribution of car ownership may vary across
commuters, in particular considering the average annual distance of cars. Car users with
higher annual mileage are usually choosing diesel cars, which show lower total costs of
ownership, albeit higher investment costs. This is due both to the higher efficiency of diesel
engines and to the lower cost of diesel in Italy when compared to gasoline, mostly due to
lower taxes.

Table 3. Italian car stock by technology. Current data based on data from in [33]; future data based
on author’s estimation considering historical trend and national targets. The vkm-weighted shares
are based on annual mileage data from in [34].

Technologies Vehicle Stock Share Vkm-Weighted Share

current (2019) future (2030) current (2019) future (2030)
ICE—gasoline 46.0% 32.4% 31.4% 20.3%
ICE—diesel 44.2% 35.1% 56.6% 48.4%
ICE—LPG 6.5% 6.8% 8.3% 9.3%
ICE—CNG 2.4% 5.4% 3.1% 7.4%
HEV—Gasoline 0.8% 2.7% 0.5% 1.7%
HEV—Diesel 0.0% 1.4% 0.0% 1.9%
PHEV—Gasoline 0.0% 5.4% 0.0% 3.7%
BEV 0.1% 10.8% 0.1% 7.3%

For this reason, the vehicle stock share has been corrected by weighting if for the actual
vkm driven for every technology, based on current data and future estimates provided
in [34] for diesel and gasoline cars. The current annual car usage that is reported, based
on statistical data, is 7400 km for gasoline cars and 13,900 km for diesel cars. These values
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are projected to 6800 and 15,000 km, respectively, by 2030 [34]. Unfortunately, these data
are based on total car usage, and no specific information is available for commuting. Thus,
a slightly different distribution of car ownership (and mileage) may apply to commuters,
which cannot be estimated with the available data. Due to the lack of data on annual
mileage for other technologies, natural gas and liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) cars have
been considered similar to diesel, as they are mostly used by people with higher annual
mileage. On the other hand, electric cars have been considered more similar to gasoline cars,
as they are mostly used for urban trips and low distances. The results of this calculation
lead to slightly different shares, as reported in the right columns of Table 3.

These values have been used to calculate the average impact of car trips, as they are
closer to the reality, although they are based on the total number of citizens trips, not only
on those related to commuting. For this reason, as diesel cars are used in applications
that involve long annual distances (e.g., salesmen, drivers, etc.), their contribution could
be slightly overestimated. Still, diesel cars can also be attractive for commuters for the
very same reason. Taking into account these two competing trends, we believe that this
approach is more suitable to estimate a realistic impact of commuting by car.

The average energy consumption for the other transport modes has been estimated
by considering average specific values from literature based on passenger-km [35], which
have been calculated by considering the fuel mix of the current Italian fleet for buses and
trains. A 10% decrease in energy consumption has been estimated for future vehicles based
on internal combustion engine (ICE) technology, while a 5% decrease has been allocated to
electric public transport, for which the margins of improvement appear narrower in terms
of pure energy consumption (and not in terms of emissions).

The calculation of the energy consumption forms the basis for the estimation of GHG
emissions, which are obtained by applying relevant emission factors for transport fuels and
electricity, as reported in Table 2. Data on fuels emissions are based on European supply
chains, which are in line with Italian values. Conversely, the emission factor for electricity
has been calculated specifically for Italy [36], as national electricity mixes show significant
variations from a country to another.

The tablereports different emission factors, based on the phases of the supply chain
that are considered: well-to-tank (WTT), tank-to-wheels (TTW), and well-to-wheels (WTW).
Still, the results of this work will be focused on WTW emissions, which allow including all
the impacts caused by passenger transport, instead of limiting the focus to direct tailpipe
emissions. In accordance with the usual approach in the literature, biofuels are considered
as carbon-neutral, and thus their tailpipe emissions are set to zero, under the assumption
that those emissions are compensated by those captured during the growth of the crops
that are used for biofuel production.

The calculation of the total GHG emissions, considering a WTW perspective, is thus
represented by the following equation:

EWTW =
n

∑
m=1

Dm ·
p

∑
e=1

Se · Fe · EFe (1)

where EWTW are the total emissions in kg, Dm is the passenger demand for each mode in
pkm, Se is the share of each energy carrier for each mode, Fe is the specific fuel consumption
per each energy carrier in kWh/pkm, and EFe is the WTW emission factor for each energy
carrier, expressed in kgCO2eq/kWh, as reported in Table 2.

2.3. Remote Working and Carpooling

In addition to the quantification of the current commuting impacts in terms of GHG
emissions, as well as the effect of a vehicle stock renewal in the next decade, this paper
aims at evaluating the potential effect of different penetration levels of remote working
and carpooling. For the sake of simplicity, such policies have been applied to work-only
trips, whereas study trips have been neglected, the rationale being that remote studying
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has proven to be much more contentious and hardly “permanent” than remote working
during the COVID-19 lockdowns.

2.3.1. Remote Working

To account for the additional benefits of fostering an increase of remote working,
four different strategies have been compared: (1) an even distribution of remote working
across commuters, (2) an even distribution of remote working on people that commute by
car, (3) a gradual distribution starting from the people with higher commuting distances,
and (4) a gradual distribution starting from people moving with private cars and higher
commuting distances.

The annual effects are calculated by considering three days of remote working per
week, to account for the need of office activities as well as the preferences of workers that
seldom want a total isolation from the working place. The total share of remote workers
has been considered up to 10%, to account for the fact that several activities cannot be
performed remotely, as well as to provide a reasonable range of penetration.

Moreover, it is important to note that strategies (3) and (4) are based on the assumption
that all the longer trips can be effectively switched to remote working scheme, which may
not be the case in the real world. Thus, these two scenarios represent the most positive
effects that could be achieved given the described assumptions, but in practice they may
be out of reach.

2.3.2. Carpooling

In comparison with remote working, an effective analysis of the carpooling potential
needs to take into account additional factors. Actual figures on low penetration rates,
even in countries that adopted dedicated policies to foster carpooling, reflect the practical
difficulties in sharing daily commuting trips. Such barriers include slightly different origins
and destinations, the time of the commuting (especially for the return trip), the need to
include other activities in the return trip (e.g., running errands), or the real or perceived
(in)flexibility in changing trip programs and schedule.

To account for these barriers, with the information that is available in the OD matrix,
some specific hypotheses have been considered. Only car trips with the same origin and
the same destination have been considered suitable, i.e., no carpooling involving a partial
sharing of the trip has been evaluated. To limit the potential issues related to different
origins and destinations within each municipality, the potential carpooling penetration has
been limited to routes (i.e., origin–destination couples) with more than 50 people traveling
by car (considering only the outward journeys). Such routes represent only 4% of the total
routes by car, but they account for 59% of total trips by car and 31% of total pkm by car,
highlighting how few routes are actually the significant ones, at least in terms of usage. We
have also performed a check to ensure that the bulk of these trips happen in the very same
hours, so that carpooling can represent a viable option.

Moreover, a maximum carpooling share of 20% has been set. This is defined as the
number of drivers that become passengers, each leading to the removal of a car trip. Such
20% share is applied to the routes selection previously described, thus leading to an overall
share of displaced trips lower than 20% (when considered on the total number of routes).
These figures thus highlight that the penetration potential of carpooling is expected to be
lower than the one of remote working.

3. Results
3.1. Commuting Mobility Demand

The analysis of the detailed OD matrix illustrates different elements of the characteris-
tics of daily trips in Lombardy.

Figure 2 represents the modal share of daily commuting, both on a trip perspective
(figure A) and on a pkm perspective (figure B). The chart also highlights the distribution
of trips per class of distance, showing that, in accordance with other studies (see, e.g.,
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in [37–39] among others), more than 40% of the trips are shorter than 5 km, but the bulk of
pkm is represented by trips between 5 and 50 km. Considering the modal shares, which
are calculated on a regional basis, car is always the preferred mode, with a noticeable
contribution of active modes for short trips (up to 5 km) and of rail in long trips (more than
20 km).

Figure 2. Statistics on daily trips by mode in Lombardy. Total trips by mode (A), total pkm by
mode (B), modal share by trips (C), and modal share by pkm (D).

These trips include all the trips that are done over a typical day in Lombardy (ex-
cluding the trips outside the region, which are less than 7% of the total in the OD matrix),
and account for 187 million pkm in total. Considering the purpose of the trip, one-third of
daily pkm is for commuting (26.5% for work and 6.5% for study), 19% is for occasional trips,
2% for business trips, and the remaining 46% of pkm is due to the return trips. Note that
the modal share of car, which sums up to 68% of total pkms, varies significantly depending
the purpose of the trip: while it reaches 75% for work commuting and 65% for occasional
trips, it remains at 37% for school commuting (of which two thirds of pkm represented
by car passengers not driving). This last aspect may be slightly affected by some specific
trips in which a parent driving to work may bring his child to school in the very same trip,
which then counts for two different purposes and is seen as two separate trips. For this
reason, it is not correct to calculate the average car occupancy for educational trips only,
since it could lead to wrong conclusions. Still, putting together all the trips, the average
number of car occupants for commuting trips is ~1.16 when calculated on total commuting
pkm, but as low as 1.08 when considering only work-related pkm. These figures are in line
with similar values calculated at the national level, as well as for other countries (see, for
example, the already-mentioned works in [37,39] among others).

Another interesting result is the cumulative representation of commuting trips by
distance, reported in Figure 3. The left panel represents the cumulative share by number of
trips, while in the right one the computation is based on the total pkm.
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Figure 3. Cumulative commuting trips in Lombardy, by % of trips, and by % of passenger km (pkm).

The charts highlight the uneven distribution of transport modes by distance, which
is in line with similar representations for other countries [40]. While active modes are
naturally more frequent on short distances, the opposite is true for rail (which includes
train, trams, and metro). As already represented in Figure 2, approximately one-quarter
of the pkm for both cars and rail is due to trips longer than 50 km, which is an important
aspect when considering the impacts of mobility.

3.2. Energy Consumption and GHG Emissions of Passenger Land Transport

The results in terms of mobility demand can be used to estimate the energy consump-
tion of commuting, as well as the resulting GHG emissions. When comparing the different
technologies, a shift from fuels towards electricity tends to decrease the final energy con-
sumption, as electric engines are much more efficient than internal combustion engines
(see data in Table 1). In the same way, considering tailpipe emissions only, as is often the
case in many regulations, leads to overlooking a significant fraction of the actual impacts.
For this reason, the results of this section are focused on WTW emissions, to provide a
more comprehensive view on the climate impacts of commuting.

Figure 4 presents the total calculated WTW emissions for a typical working day,
with a detail on the different transport modes and fuels that are used. The chart also
compares the emissions with the current vehicle stock (as of 2019, left panel) and with
the expected vehicle stock in 2030 (right panel). The 2030 vehicle stock also includes a
higher share of renewables in power generation, as well as higher shares of biofuels blends
in gasoline, diesel and natural gas. The shift to a better vehicle stock alone, including
increased efficiency as well as higher penetration of electric vehicles and biofuels blends,
allows decreasing the total GHG emissions by 26%, from 19.6 kt/year to 14.5 kt/year.
The results highlight the major role of car usage, which represents alone 88% of the total
GHG emissions in both the current and future vehicle stock configurations. At the same
time, further emission savings could be obtained by pushing towards additional measures,
including remote working and carpooling, as further discussed below.
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Figure 4. GHG emissions of daily trips by mode in Lombardy, considering a WTW perspective.
Emissions by mode and fuel.

Additional information on the shares of GHG emissions by fuel in the different
transport modes are presented in Figure 5. The current car stock is based on different
fossil fuels, and so are the GHG emissions, with a larger impact of diesel and gasoline.
Conversely, bus and motorcycle trips are almost totally relying on diesel and gasoline
respectively. Rail emissions (including trains, trams, and subways) are mostly caused by
the generation of electricity supplied to those modes, while ~30% of emissions are caused
by diesel consumption in non-electrified train lines.

Figure 5. GHG emissions of daily trips by mode in Lombardy, considering a WTW perspective. Share
of emissions by fuel in different modes.

All transport modes are seeing a decrease of diesel- and gasoline-related emissions in
the future vehicle stock, with an increasing share of alternative fuels, including natural gas,
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biofuels, and electricity. Note that such a shift happens in parallel to an increase of energy
efficiency in all vehicles due to technological improvements, as already discussed above.

Finally, when considering distance classes it is clear that the emissions, reported in
Figure 6, are mostly in line with the mobility demand discussed in the previous section.
The emissions are mostly related to car usage in all distance classes, both with the current
and the future vehicle stocks. The share of buses emissions remains comparable across the
classes, while the rail (mostly train) emissions share increases with the distance and the
motorbike emissions share strongly decreases for trips longer than 25 km.

Figure 6. Annual GHG emissions of daily trips in Lombardy, by mode and distance class, considering
a WTW perspective.

However, those figures may show significant variations when considering additional
trends that will shape the future of commuting, including mobility demand variations
as well as policies supporting modal shift and shared mobility. This paper evaluates the
potential effects of two specific trends: remote working and carpooling. Another significant
trend, which is widely described in the literature, is the modal shift from car usage towards
more sustainable modes, including public transport and active modes. While some results
presented above about mobility demand highlight the potential of public transport and
active modes, a thorough analysis of modal shift, which involves several aspects, is beyond
the scope of this work.

3.3. The Contribution of Remote Working

The potential contribution of remote working to lower the GHG emissions related to
commuting is strongly related to the distribution of this scheme across commuting trips.
Figure 7 reports a comparison of the different strategies that have been considered, with a
variable share of remote working penetration, up to 10% of the total trips.

The chart shows that an even distribution of remote workers across the commuting
population would lead to a 4% emission savings when considering a 10% penetration rate,
assuming that remote working is applied for three out of five working days per week. Such
decrease is evaluated on total passenger transport emissions, including trips that are done
for non-work reasons, and which are of course not affected by remote working (e.g., trips
to school, to run errands, etc.). If remote working is limited to people commuting by car,
the emission savings increase to 6%, given the average higher impact of car commuting.
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Figure 7. The effect of remote working on daily GHG emissions of passenger trips in Lombardy,
by remote working strategy.

Still, much higher emission savings could be achieved by applying remote working to
commuters that face the longest daily trips, which are represented in the chart by the third
strategy (on total trips) and the fourth strategy (on car trips). If remote working is applied
to the 10% share of commuters with higher trip distances, the benefits could decrease
commuting emissions by 16–17%. In absolute terms, those savings represent 2.7–3.0 kt of
daily CO2eq emissions considering the 2019 vehicle stock, and 2.0–2.2 kt of dialy CO2eq
emissions considering the 2030 vehicle stock.

In these two strategies, the slope of the curves highlights that the marginal benefits
decrease with higher penetration rates, due to the fact that commuters are sorted by
the distance of the trip, which is directly related to its impact (when considering the
same transport mode). Such result is important in terms of policy applicability and
effectiveness, as any governance effort for increasing the amount of remote working would
bear much more significant results if it were applied non-homogeneously across workers
and, specifically, if it were applied based on commuting distance.

These results show the potential contribution of remote working, especially when
applied on longer trips. It is important to note that these figures assume that all the com-
muters could benefit from remote working, while in reality some of them may not be able
to do so, either because of the type of their work or for other reasons. Thus, these results,
especially for strategies 3 and 4, should be interpreted as maximum potential reductions.

3.4. The Contribution of Carpooling

The contribution of carpooling is harder to estimate than for remote working, given
the additional limitations that have been discussed in Section 2.3.2. The strongest limit
is that carpooling is generally difficult to achieve on long routes, which have often fewer
commuters whose origin, destination, and timing are also less likely to match. On the
other hand, it is true that the carpooling benefits could be stronger in these cases (higher
economic savings, lower stress than driving alone, etc.), but it is difficult to quantify these
additional effects.

As previously mentioned, carpooling has been applied to routes with at least 50 people
traveling by car for work, to exclude routes for which it may be harder to find suitable
matching between different drivers. This choice may slightly underestimate the potential
for carpooling in some routes, given the higher incentives to choose this scheme by drivers
traveling for longer distances.
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The results presented in Figure 8 show the effect of different carpooling shares in
terms of displaced trips and total emissions, compared with the results that have been
previously presented on remote working. As a number of routes are excluded, and mostly
the longer ones, the carpooling effect appears to be much lower than for remote working.
Moreover, as some routes are excluded, the same level of users in both measures leads to
different effects in terms of the share of displaced trips. With the proposed assumptions,
a carpooling share of 20% leads to 6.5% of displaced trips (due to the fact that total trips
also include trips unrelated to work commuting).

Figure 8. The effect of carpooling on daily GHG emissions of commuting trips in Lombardy, com-
pared with remote working. Carpooling is limited to routes with more than 50 people commuting
by car.

In terms of GHG emission savings, the benefits seem to be limited, especially when
compared to the remote working results that have been presented above. This is caused
by the fact that remote working appears to have a higher potential and lower barriers,
at least with the hypotheses considered in this paper, whose limitations will be further
addressed in the Section 4 below. The main reason is that longer trips, which have the
highest contributions in terms of emissions, usually happen on routes with a low number
of car commuters.

The potential impact of the arbitrary threshold of 50 daily car trips has been assessed,
to evaluate the effect of this choice. Even by strongly reducing such threshold down to
five daily car trips, the results still remain comparable to remote working figures when
considering the same number of affected trips.

Still, while in this paper remote working and carpooling have been evaluated sepa-
rately, these two measures could also be implemented together. From the results of this
study remote working seems to be more effective in terms of emissions savings, but the
commuters that cannot apply for remote working (e.g., due to the characteristics of their
work) could still benefit from carpooling measures. In this sense, the two measures are
not to be thought of as competitive but as complimentary, and the subset of workers who
cannot work remotely, cannot carpool and travel long distances by car is by definition
smaller than any of such subsets taken individually.

4. Discussion

The first part of this paper highlights the environmental effect of commuting trips
in Lombardy in terms of energy-related GHG emissions. Commuting is just one of the
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main trip motives in the total mobility demand but one of the most significant nonetheless,
and thanks to its regularity, some actions can be easier to implement or more effective
than for other types of trips. The main focus here has been on remote working and
carpooling, but a generalized modal shift from car towards public or active transport is
another interesting option (which has not been considered in this study).

When considering GHG emissions, which have been calculated by estimating the
energy consumption together with specific emission factors, the largest share is represented
by cars. This is of course in line with the fact that car is responsible for the largest modal
share in the Italian commuting, but cars also show specific energy consumption per pkm
that is higher than for other modes. An important parameter affecting energy performance
is the very low occupancy rate of cars in commuting trips, which is often below 1.2 for all
trips and even below 1.1 for work trips specifically.

When looking at future estimations, the potential effect of a renewed vehicle stock
by 2030 is important, both thanks to an improvement of the technology and to the shift
towards low-carbon options, including electric vehicles and biofuels (both liquids and
bio-methane, which is gaining importance in Italy). The figures that are used in this paper
are based on the most up-to-date national targets, but real figures may change after the
COVID-19 pandemic, although concurrent trends are emerging. The economic crisis may
slow the vehicle stock renewal, but EU and national decarbonization targets are actually
increasing, and this could lead to even higher adoption rates of low-carbon solutions in
passenger transport.

The second part of this paper is focused on the potential contribution of remote
working and carpooling in decreasing the total energy consumption and GHG emissions
of commuting in Lombardy.

Remote working shows an interesting potential, especially if deployed in a selective
way by prioritizing the longest trips, with higher effects in terms of emissions. Additional
advantages exist, such as the time that is saved by commuters, their higher quality of life,
etc. Still, when choosing how to allocate remote working other aspects should be taken into
account, including the condition of workers (the care of children or elderly, etc.), the type
of job, etc. This work considers only the effect of strategies based on emissions, but it is
important to remember that other aspects are at play. In fact, the pandemic is also showing
that not all workers may be happy to work remotely. Additionally, dedicated analyses on
specific case studies could provide more useful insights, for example, on the evaluation of
additional effects such as congestion in cities.

Conversely, the effect of carpooling seems to be harder to scale-up and to contribute
significant benefits in terms of emission savings. Still, it might remain an interesting option
to be applied to the trips that cannot be displaced by remote working, nor can shift towards
public transport solutions. In general, long-distance commuters already prefer public
transport when it is available and convenient. However, a proper evaluation of users’
behaviour needs to take into account multiple factors, including the cost of each mode,
its flexibility, convenience, punctuality, and reliability. Dedicated policies will need to be
implemented to support an effective improvement of carpooling in the future, also by
creating economic value from its potential benefits in terms of emission savings (e.g., with
emissions credits schemes).

While this work provides some interesting insights, it is important to remember that
this analysis presents some limitations.

The origin–destination (OD) matrix that has been used as input [29], although very
detailed, may show significant differences due to COVID-19 effects. Unfortunately, there
still is little data to provide an effective estimation of these impacts, as it is early to
understand how COVID-19 may have an effect on both total mobility demand and modal
choices in the medium term.

As described in the methodology section, the estimation of trips between different
municipalities is reliable, but trips within the same municipality are affected by higher
uncertainty. An estimation of the distance has been based on the available data, accuracy
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could and should be improved through enhanced and more detailed data collection in
the future.

Moreover, each analysis of transportation impact on a broad scale is usually relying
on average energy consumption figures and vehicle stock distributions. The use of average
values represents an additional limitation, as specific vehicle categories may be associated to
certain behaviors (e.g., longer trips). While we partially addressed this issue by considering
weighted shares (see Table 3),in some specific cases this phenomenon could exist. Still, we
believe that this effect is marginal in our aggregate results.

Although the most detailed and up-to-date information has been used, uncertainties
remain when projecting future values. In particular, the 2030 vehicle stock has been defined
based on the most updated targets that are available, but actual figures may prove to be
somewhat different in the future [40]. The most important aspects include the average
size of future cars (given the rising importance of sport utility vehicles in the last years),
the actual rates of EVs deployment as well as the driving habits of users. This discrepancy
between projected and actual figures might be particularly significant because, as of this
writing, the European Union is discussing its “Fit for 55” package where a strong focus is
put on phasing out ICE-vehicles by 2035 [41].

The results that are presented in this work are based on the case of Lombardy, and other
regions and countries may show different figures, based on a range of aspects including
population density and distribution, employment by sectors, motorization rates, and
modal shares. Still, commuting trends show significant similarities in an international
context, and the results presented here can be useful for other cases, both in developed and
developing countries. In addition, the proposed methodology can be applied to other cases
where similar input data are available.

Finally, the values presented in our charts are reported as average values, without a
specific analysis on the uncertainty of these results, especially for GHG emissions. Average
emissions are estimated based on the most recent emission factors calculated for Europe,
with an additional focus on Italy for electricity (as it is the energy carrier most affected
by variations at national level). Still, the uncertainty of emission factors has an important
impact on the final results, as emission values are subject to error propagation, as demon-
strated by recent research [42,43]. In particular, electricity emission factors show significant
variations over time [44], and for this reason the consumption pattern has an important
impact on the effective emissions of any final use, including electric mobility [45]. For this
reason, this aspect will gain more importance in the future, with the foreseen rising share
of electricity in the total final energy consumption of the transport sector. In addition to
electricity, uncertainty on emissions related to other energy carriers [46], especially in the
well-to-tank emission factor, due to the different parameters involved in the assessment of
their supply chains [47].

For all these reasons, our future research on this topic will include a dedicated anal-
ysis on the uncertainty of GHG emissions, in order to assess the confidence intervals of
our results.

5. Conclusions

This paper presents an analysis of daily commuting in Lombardy, which illustrates
the mobility demand and its modal share, and estimates the energy consumption and GHG
emissions related to commuting.

Approximately 26.5% of the 17 million daily trips in Lombardy are related to work
commuting, and the daily climate emissions related to land transport in the region are
~17 kt of CO2eq. The evolution of the vehicle stock expected in the next decade, all other
things being equal (e.g., total mobility demand, modal share, etc.), can decrease these
impacts by ~26%, thanks to efficiency improvements and a gradual shift towards more
sustainable technologies (mainly electricity and biofuels).

The results highlight the central role of private cars in daily commuting, representing
a significant share of total daily trips, and an even larger share of the total energy consump-
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tion and emissions related to commuting. This is due to the comparatively higher impact
of car usage, also as a consequence of the very low occupancy rate in commuting trips,
which is ~1.16 occupants per car. While the distribution of trips for cars and buses is very
similar, the higher preference for cars in absolute terms is related to a number of aspects,
including acceptable cost, convenience, reliability, and flexibility as well as cultural norms.

This paper also assesses the potential contribution of specific solutions to decrease
commuting emissions, focusing on remote working and carpooling. On one hand, the re-
sults show that remote working can provide some notable effects, as a 10% of remote
workers (considering on average 3 days per week) could save between 4% and 17% of total
GHG emissions. The variation is related to how this 10% is distributed across trips, and the
largest potential lies in remote working being promoted among commuters who face the
longest distance to travel. On the other hand, carpooling seems to produce limited benefits,
due to higher limitations for its implementation that make it hard to displace the same
number of trips and even harder if long-distance commuting trips are considered.

Considering the future evolution of commuting, COVID-19 pandemic will have dra-
matic effects on the past trends, especially on the short- and medium-term. The economic
crisis is hitting many sectors at different levels, and remote working is already seeing rising
penetration rates that may hold in the future.

The results of this paper are based on very detailed data obtained by different sources,
providing a comprehensive picture of the pre-pandemic characteristics of passenger trans-
port in Lombardy. An update of this data is expected in the next few years, and it may
provide new figures on recent trends and help to project how the future of commuting may
look like.

While the results are based on an Italian region, similar considerations can be extended
to other regions and countries. The very same methodology can be replicated for other
cases, provided that similar input data is available with the required level of detail.
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